Sudan Gold Coin

Unique combination of real gold mining business with blockchain technologies
and fair distribution of the profit.

What is Sudan Gold Coin?
Idea of the SGC project was to create a gold mining facility in Sudan along with a cryptocurrency, which value would be fully pegged to the amount of mined gold. Up till date this is an existing
business, fully staffed with experts, equipped with all needed documents: geological exploration of the site, soil samples, developed scheme of gold mining process and gold synthesis, as well
as multiple agreements with representatives of the Sudan government and our multiple partners. Financing will be raised by issuing and proposing the Ethereum based tokens during the ICO.
The mining facilities in Sudan will be managed by the audited Dubai company - SG mining Co. The decentralized gold exchange will allow to use the SGC token as the main currency for
purchasing gold extracted by the any mining company and cross-sale between the gold buyers/sellers, banks and other customers.

Problems and solutions
Gold:
Very hard to start a business in this sphere
● Impossible to use as a payment in any part of the world
●

Solution

Cryptocurrency:
●

●
●

Has a «bubble effect», because highly depends on demand
None of the cryptocurrency is supported by physical assets
None stabiluty of investments guaranteed

Growth of the token
●

Each token at the beginning will be tied to the 0.05g of gold per token. That will be the token’s "weight".

●

Each day a fully functional plant (if a project will achieve $16.500.000 - the plant will be fully functional) will be able to process 1500 tons of ore. If the project won't get $16.500.000 - the numbers may differ.

●

Each quarter of mining the amount of mined gold will be fixed on a blockchain and each SGC token weight
0.06g, 0.09g, 0.12g and so on...of gold. The price of token will grow each quarter.
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